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Development of the geodetic and remote sensing
techniques in the last decade makes it possible to
carry out detailed geomorphological studies and
acquire a high quality geospatially accurate data.
One of the latest technologies available for collecting topography data is Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) which uses fast-firing laser to measure distances from small aircraft to the surface of
the earth (Bowen et al. 2002).
The study area occupies the Middle Latvia lowland. Previous studies of the River Ogre valley
has been made in 1970s (Eberkhard 1972). Recent
studies have been carried to supplement information of the distribution of river terraces. Riverbed
of the River Ogre valley in Middle Latvia lowland
is mostly straight or meandering, with individual
branched stages. Valley width mostly ranging from
250 m to 500 m, while in some stages width is only
100 m, while in others reaches up to 1400 m.
For this study, classified LiDAR data in ASCII
format have been acquired from Latvian Geospatial Information Agency. Digital elevation model
(DEM) with raster cell size 1×1 m has been made
using Global Mapper v15 software. DEMs with
raster cell size 0.5×0.5 m and 2×2 m have been
also made, however DEM with raster cell size 1×1
m was assessed as optimal, because the amount
of data and information processing time, as well
as terrain data quality is sufficient to achieve the
objective. Such a choice of raster cell size is also
based on other studies (Wheaton et al. 2010, Brasington et al. 2012).
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Longitudinal profile of the River Ogre has been
made using DEM and is based on more than 400
valley cross profiles. The longitudinal profile consists of all of detected fragments of terraces, floodplain and elevation of valley margins.
To ensure that the DEM is accurate, field observations were carried out and several terraces and
shorelines of Quaternary palaeolakes were detected. For example, Zemgale palaeolake shoreline associated with River Ogre valley Ranka spectrum
IV terrace, which is visible in the nature and clearly traced on elevation model.
The obtained results show that six different terrace levels of Ranka spectrum were detected. I, II,
and III terraces are related to levels of the River
Daugava terraces, IV terrace is related to Zemgale
paleolake but V and VI terrace is linked to various
water levels of Daudzeva paleolake.
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